BOX OF RAIN (Live)
As recorded by Grateful Dead

Words by Robert Hunter
Music by Phil Lesh
Am    |   C    |   G
T A    |   2 2 2 4 2 | (2) 2 0 2 0 (0) 2 2 2
B

D
T A    |   2 4 2 0 (0)
B

Am    |   Em
T A    |   3 3 0 3 (3) 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 2 0
B

C    |   G
T A    |   4 2 0 0 2 0 2 4
B

D    |   Am    |   Em
T A    |   3 3 0 3 3 5 3 6 1 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 2 0
B
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